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Arco is the UK’s leading supplier of personal protective
equipment, workwear and workplace safety products offering a
world-class range of over 170,000 products.
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As Experts in Safety we are widely recognised as a provider of
specialist advice through our branch network and this is further
supported by our training and consultancy division. We reach our
customers through an extensive product catalogue, interactive
website, local sales office and 41 strong trade counter network.
We pride ourselves on providing customers with great availability,
performance and price.
Founded in 1884 Arco has a heritage spanning four generations.
With traditional family values at the heart of the business we pride
ourselves on our core values; respect, hard work, enterprise and
excellence in reputation. We fully subscribe to the ETI’s Nine
Principles Base Code and have fully incorporated the
internationally recognised code of labour practice into our own
ethical policy. In 2007 Arco was the first distributor in our industry
to become a member of the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and in
2010 we became a member of Sedex, the Supplier Ethical Data
Exchange. We continually support local communities and
charities donating in excess of 1% of pre tax profits annually.
As we are members of the BSIF Registered Safety Suppliers
Scheme you can be confident that we will supply safety
equipment which is genuine and compliant with the relevant
standards and regulations. The BSIF monitor and regulate
members of the scheme by conducting regular standards audits.

Introduction to Kärcher
The name Kärcher is synonymous with
high performance, quality and cleaning
expertise that set standards. As the
inventor of high pressure cleaners,
Kärcher is today a world market leader
and one of the driving forces behind
technological development.

1) Robustness
The choice of material and high-quality processing
means that all Kärcher Professional machines have
a unique resilience giving them longevity over
domestic machines.

The most recent milestone in development is
the anthracite colour system that is now
used for all Kärcher Professional machines.
The colour system is not simply a stylistic
change, but rather the result of a customer
orientated focus when dealing with
innovation and technology. This came about
from frequent customer requests for discreet
and inconspicuous machines. The new
colour has allowed for a simplification in the
operation of the machines. It also allows for
differentiation with the domestic range which
will remain yellow.

2) Unique User-friendly Controls
A standardised operating system with colour
coding across the full range means that users can
quickly get to grips with how to operate every
Kärcher Professional machine.

3) Ease of Service
Each Kärcher Professional machine comes
with a fully removable casing and colour coded
maintenance plan enabling easy service by
the user.

4) Reliability
It’s not just good looks! The Kärcher
professional range stands for a combination of
cutting-edge design and practical technology
that result in superb cleaning performance.

The use of cutting edge technology along with
fewer components results in greater reliability and
easier maintenance.
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Vacuums

Wet & Dry

Wet and dry vacuum cleaners can take on all
types of dirt regardless of whether it is indoors
or outdoors, dry, damp, or liquid. We stock a
range of Kärcher Professional wet and dry
vacuum cleaners designed with ‘TACT’. These
machines are able to pick up large quantities
of both fine and coarse dust without
interruption because of the TACT automatic
filter cleaning system.

Kärcher NT45/1 TACT Wet And Dry Vacuum Cleaner
A powerful and extremely robust wet & dry vacuum cleaner equipped with
TACT automatic filter cleaning device. Designed for continuous removal of
even very fine dust without blocking up the filter to minimise downtime.
•
•
•
•
•

Innovative Eco flat pleated filter system
On/Off switch for TACT system with LED display
Integrated accessory holder on back of the machine
Storage for suction hose and power cord on the turbine head
Large recessed flat tray on top of the unit for holding tools

110V
240V
Filter bags

32K0068
32K0067
32K0069

Kärcher NT35/1 TACT Wet and Dry Vacuum Cleaner
A Powerful and extremely robust vacuum cleaner equipped with TACT automatic
filter-cleaning device.
•
•
•
•
•

On/Off switch for TACT system with LED display
Integrated accessory holder on back of the machine
Innovative Eco flat pleated filter system for increased filter capacity
Space to store suction hose and power cord on the turbine head
Large recessed flat tray on top of the unit for holding tools

110V
240V
Filter bags

32K0063
32K0062
32K0064

Kärcher IVC 60/24 TACT Wet and Dry Vacuum
A highly compact industrial vacuum cleaner for wet or
dry dirt featuring Kärcher's unique TACT automatic filter
cleaning device.
• Stainless steel body and tub, tubular steel frame with
large wheels.
• Flat pleated filter
• TACT filter clean system prevents filter from blocking and
prolongs life
• Integrated pre-separation cyclone ensures large particles are
separated before entering the filter
• Easy to use container set-down/pick-up mechanism
• Automatic cut-off when container is full
240V
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Vacuums Wet & Dry

32K0076
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Vacuums

Wet & Dry

Kärcher NT27/1 Wet and Dry Vacuum Cleaner

Kärcher N70/2 Wet and Dry Vacuum

A Robust all-purpose vacuum cleaner for professional applications.
The NT27/1 can pick up large quantities of wet or dry dirt, and
accommodates all accessories and a power cable on the unit.

A tough, high capacity vacuum cleaner designed for demanding
professional use.

• Cover doubles up as a storage area for tools and accessories
• Ergonomically designed carrying handle makes the unit easy and
convenient to transport
• Mechanical float system cuts off vacuum motor as soon as the
container is full
• Practical Clip System for easy accessory changes
• 5 smooth running swivel castors ensure excellent mobility
and stability
• Large On/Off switch for easy operation
240V
Filter bags

•
•
•
•
•
•

70 litre container capacity
Independently switched motors ensure high suction power
Integrated accessory storage on the back of the machine
Drain hose for easy container emptying
Sturdy chassis with large wheels and castors for high mobility
Large cartridge filter with mechanical shut-off device
to prevent overfilling

240V
Filter bags

32K0070
32K0071

32K0057
32K0058

Kärcher NT80/1 B1 M ATEX M class Wet and Dry Vacuum
An all-purpose vacuum cleaner. User-friendly, single motor wet and dry
vacuum cleaner particularly suitable for the removal of hazardous dusts.

Kärcher NT45/1 TACT Te H class Wet and Dry Vacuum
A powerful vacuum with an anti-static system for protection against
dangerous static build-up while picking up dust in a H class environment.
• Complete with electrostatically grounded accessories which allow
safe use for all cleaning tasks
• Hose selector enables the diameter of the connected hose to be
selected on the control panel
• Autostart feature (for power tools)
240V

32K0072

Unit includes compact fan housing, continuous anti-static system and
a stainless steel container. The machines also have a floor tool holder,
two large back wheels and two castors (electrically conductive),
one of which has a brake.
• Double float system cuts off the motor once the maximum
fluid level is reached
• Large cartridge filter enables long periods of uninterrupted use
• Filter status indicator shows when the filter requires changing
• Integrated accessory storage
• Approved to the new ATEX regulations – Dust class M

M
MS
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Vacuums

Vacuums

Dry

Back Pack

Kärcher dry vacuum cleaners are developed to meet the needs of hotels, offices, retail and
professional contract cleaners. For a wide variety of cleaning tasks which require good area
performance and flexibility for use on the most diverse types of floor coverings. The main
features of Kärcher dry vacuum cleaners are significantly quieter operation, energy saving
and complete accessory integration.

Kärcher Backpack Vacuums are designed for
quick and effective cleaning of hard to reach
quick turnaround areas. These vacuums can
dramatically increase productivity in
cleanliness-critical areas.

Kärcher T10/1 Adv Vacuum

Kärcher BV5/1 Backpack Vacuum

A high value tub vacuum that offers the toughness, performance and value contract cleaners demand.

• Features a 5 litre capacity and a single powerful vacuum motor
• Patented Air Stream Comfort strap system with ventilation and wide adjustment range ensures
operate comfort over long periods
• Ergonomic design keeps controls and accessories easy to reach at all times
• Permanent, washable main filter basket allows the machine to operate with or without
filter bags
• Standard fleece filter bag and optional HEPA filter bag
• Exceptional dust filtration
• Wide range of accessories to suit individual applications

•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick release mains cable, reducing the risk of damage
12 metre power cable, giving a wider cleaning range thereby increasing efficiency
Cable wrap to ensure cable is neatly stored when not in use
Anti-static suction bend reducing static shocks
Washable fleece filter basket, offering improved filtration over nylon baskets
Crevice tool as standard

240V
110V
Paper Filter Bags
Fleece Filter Bags
Microfilters

32K0052
32K0053
32K0054
32K0055
32K0056

BV5/1
Battery Powered

Kärcher T12/1 Eco! Efficiency Vacuum

Kärcher CV 38/2 Upright Vacuum

An advanced dry tub vacuum cleaner with low energy
consumption with excellent ergonomic properties and
compact design.

A tough, high performance upright vacuum
cleaner for professional applications.

• Large foot operated On/Off switch for ease of use
• Accessory storage on the back of the
machine and integrated power cord storage
around the turbine head
• All round bumper, protects the machine,
furniture and other obstacles
• Optimised air stream technology but
with 40% less energy consumption
and a noise level of only 56 dB(A)
• Uses 40% less energy while maintaining
98% of suction performance
240V
Paper Filter Bags
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32K0059
32K0060

Vacuums Dry

• Patented removal system for fast, dust-free
replacement of filter bags
• Tear-resistant fleece-filter bag
• High quality, low noise suction hose
• Quick-release handle adjustment to
suit all operators
• Low nose height for easy access
under objects
• Low weight enabling fatigue-free operation
• Accessory tools stored on the back of
the machine for quick access
240V
Paper Filter Bags

32K0059
32K0060

32K0083
32K0084

Carpet Cleaner
Kärcher Puzzi 100 Spray Extraction Carpet Cleaner
A powerful spray extraction unit designed for easy, efficient deep cleaning of carpets, upholstery
and textile flooring. Powerful 1 bar spray rate, the water and detergent solution is applied to the
area being cleaned and picked up immediately by the vacuum nozzle. Carpets dry up to 63% faster.
•
•
•
•
•

Convenient storage compartment for detergent tablets
Separate fresh water tank with filter element enables long operating periods
2 large wheels and 2 castors for excellent manoeuvrability
2 push buttons (spraying & vacuuming) gives the option to pre-spray, before vacuuming
Removable dirty water tank for easy disposal of waste

32K0026
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Pressure Washers

Pressure Washers

Kärcher invented the high pressure cleaner in 1950 and has been refining the technology
ever since to produce machines with higher performance, lower consumption, longer
service life and shorter cleaning times. At Arco, we have selected a varied range of versatile
products with advanced technological features that are suitable in a variety of industries.

The Xpert Pressure Washers are designed to meet the
demands of daily use in a commercial environment or heavy
duty use in a domestic environment.

Kärcher HD 6/13 C Plus Pressure Washer

Kärcher Xpert 1 Pressure Washer

Designed for high performance cleaning of machinery, vehicles or yards on a daily basis.

This machine features a rugged 3 piston axial pump, stainless steel pistons, brass water inlet,
brass cylinder head, stainless steel lance, water flow control, heavy duty wire braided hose
and shock resistant machine casing. Every major component is toughened to provide optimum
power, durability and prolonged service life for the user.

High water flow and pressure rates with this machine ensure thorough cleaning results even with
stubborn dirt, while the variable pressure and water flow rate ensure quick, efficient results.
This pressure washer is ideal for fast and tough cleaning jobs on the farm, in the workshop and
in car fleets and dealerships.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 piston axial pump with brass water inlet and cylinder head for long service life
Automatic pressure controlled shutdown upon trigger release for low energy consumption
Adjustable aluminium push handle provides easy manoeuverability and accessory storage
Easy Press trigger gun, ergonomically shaped to reduce operator fatigue
Integrated accessory storage on the back of the unit with additional cable fixing
Dirtblaster nozzle increases cleaning performance and coverage over a larger areas
Triple nozzle provides optimum cleaning flexibility and effortless changeover of cleaning jets

C
CX

32K0008
32K0009

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xpert

Power: 2.3kW (240v)
Water Flow: 480 litres per hour
Pressure: 160 bar max
Hose: 10 metres high pressure wire braided
Dimensions: 360 mm x 375 mm x 925 mm
Weight: 25kg
400 mm stainless steel rotating spray lance
Twin nozzle

32K0015

Kärcher HD 728B Cage Petrol Pressure Washer

Kärcher Xpert Deluxe Pressure Washer

A robust, mobile petrol-driven high-pressure cleaner ideal for cleaning applications where no power supply is available.
The air cooled 5.5 HP 4 stroke engine can operate for up to 2 hours continuously on a single tank of fuel.

This deluxe machine features a rugged 3 piston axial pump, stainless steel pistons,
brass water inlet, brass cylinder head, stainless steel lance, water flow control,
heavy duty wire braided hose and shock resistant machine casing. Every major
component is toughened to provide optimum power, durability and prolonged
service life for the user.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rugged pump unit with brass cylinder head is designed for long periods of operation
The engine shuts down automatically if oil levels drop below the minimum level
An in-built safety valve reliably protects the unit against over-pressure
Detergent suction hose enables a regulated flow of detergent usage when in low-pressure mode
Accessory holders on the handle and frame keep everything stored away and ready for use
Tubular steel frame protects components and also features a crane lift facility
Air cooled 5.5 HP 4 stroke engine can operate for up to 2 hours continuously
on a single tank of fuel.

Washer
FRV30 Nozzle

32K0010
32K0013

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power: 2.3kW (240v)
Water Flow: 480 litres per hour
Pressure: 160 bar max
Hose: 15 metre high pressure wire braided
Dimensions: 360 mm x 400 mm x 925 mm
Weight: 32kg
400 mm stainless steel rotating spray lance

32K0016
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Pressure Washers

Arco strongly recommend that a free
site survey is carried out to assess the
suitability of any petrol or diesel driven
pressure washer before purchase.
Contact your local branch for details.

Hot & Cold

Kärcher HDS 5/11 U Hot and Cold Pressure Washer

Kärcher HDS 7/10 4 M Hot Cold and Steam Pressure Washer

The new HDS 5/11 U is designed to be as easy to use and transport as a Kärcher cold water
pressure cleaner, but with the added cleaning performance that comes from using water heated
to 80°C. With simple OFF-COLD-HOT operation, the 5/11 U is the perfect machine for
light-medium duty cleaning tasks.

Kärcher’s new generation single-phase HDS hot water cleaner, with innovative features such as the
eco! efficiency mode, offering fuel savings of up to 20% without compromising cleaning performance.
The 7/10 4 M is ideal for medium duty cleaning tasks.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large, robust wheels
Triple nozzle with three settings giving up to 40% more cleaning power
Super-efficient Kärcher® burner technology
Safety lock to prevent transportation spillages
Visual fuel gauge
Durable pump set with brass cylinder head
Fine debris filter
Overheating prevention

32K0019

•
•
•
•
•

4-pole, air-cooled electric motor with long-life bearings
3 piston axial pump with ceramic pistons
3-year heater coil warranty
Simple, user friendly control panel with LED warning and service display
Service switch to accurately meter machine protector
chemical and call up service information
• Eco! efficency mode offering 20% fuel savings over previous
models and full water flow at 60°C
• Pivoting 1050mm stainless steel spray lance
• Flue gas temperature limiter switches off the drive motor if the
flue gas exceeds 300ºC
32K0023

Kärcher HDS 6/12 Compact Hot, Cold and Steam Pressure Washer
The HDS 612 C is a compact, high performance hot water and steam pressure cleaner.

Kärcher HDS 801 B/D Hot Cold and Steam Pressure Washer

Designed to provide exceptional cleaning power for a wide range of cleaning applications, the 612 features
water flow and pressure control on the lance, a user-friendly single button control panel with LED indicators,
and internal fuel and detergent tanks within the chassis.

Hot water high-pressure cleaner with internal combustion engine built on a corrosion resistant tubular steel
frame, offering all-round protection for components.

• Servo Control for instant adjustment of water flow and pressure at the gun
• Flue gas temperature limiter switches off the drive motor if the
flue gas exceeds 300ºC
• Burner is automatically switched off when the supply of
water is low
• Tools and accessories can be stored under the
machine cover

32K0021

Ideal for cleaning applications where there is no power supply available. Built with an air cooled four stroke 5.5
Hp Honda petrol engine (HDS 801 B) or 4.8 Hp Lombardini diesel engine (HDS 801 D).
• Ideal for construction, agriculture and local councils
• Designed with powerful and reliable engine with
pull starter and built-in generator
• The engine shuts down automatically if oil levels
drop below the minimum level eliminating the risk of
the engine running dry
• Clearly laid out control panel with self explanatory symbols
• Safety valve protects the unit against over-pressure
• Convenient accessory holders and a push handle

32K0021
12
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Sweepers

Scrubber Driers

Kärcher KM 70/15 Manual Sweeper

Kärcher KM 75/40 WP Vacuum Sweeper Petrol

Sweeping 7x faster than a conventional broom, the 70/15 also
controls dust better and guarantees consistent, thorough
results. Featuring an adjustable side brush for cleaning right up
to kerb edges. Ideal for cleaning paths, halls and warehouses
quickly and efficiently.

A user-friendly petrol driven walk-behind sweeper with travel drive.
Ideal for cleaning various floor types including asphalt, pavements,
concrete, carpets and hard floors. With its Honda petrol engine,
the machine offers an average coverage of up to 3375m per hour.
This machine is ideal for contract cleaners, logistics, automotive,
craft and general industry.

• The main roller brush is driven by both wheels to ensure
consistent rotating speed
• Dirt picked up by the roller brush is swept directly into the
waste container by the dust pan and brush cleaning principle
• A minimum amount of physical effort is required
as the sweeper is light and easy to manoeuvre
• The side brush is height-adjustable in
four positions to suit different surfaces
• Ergonomically shaped 20 litre container
aids easy handling and emptying
• Push handle folds down
completely reducing the storage
space needed
32K0048

• Simple control panel
• Optimal filling of dirt container due to the overthrow
cleaning principle
• Quick changeover of roller brush without the need
for tools (adjustable to suit floor type)
• Performance sweeping even on gradients of 15°
• Trolley grip and casters for easy removal,
transportation and emptying of
waste container
• Collapsible handle for easy
transportation and storage
• Easy collection of
waste up to 50 mm
in diameter
32K0049

Kärcher scrubber driers hygienically clean floors, guaranteeing a brilliant performance
and a difference you will instantly see.

Kärcher BR 40/10 Scrubber Drier
The BR 40/10 is designed for heavy duty cleaning of small to medium floors. Featuring two counter rotating brushes and
two rubber squeegees, ensuring floors are thoroughly cleaned and dried in a single pass. The machine can be used for deep
cleaning of heavily soiled floors where more scrubbing and detergent is needed.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large (10 litre), separate fresh and dirty water tanks for easy handling and cleaning
Variable brush contact pressure for superb results on different floor types
A variety of brush and pad types available for different floor types and degrees of soiling
Key components are easy to clean and replace without the need for tools
Current surge protector as standard
Hygienic – no direct contact with dirty water
Easy to transport with removable wheels stored on board

Accessories
Soft white roller brush: For cleaning sensitive floors and polishing.
Soft natural roller brush: For spray cleaning and polishing.
Medium Red roller brush: For normal use.
High/Low orange roller brush: For cleaning heavily structured floors and crevices.
Hard green roller brush: For heavily soiled floors.
White microfibre roller brush: For fine stoneware tiles.
240V
110V

Steam Cleaners
Kärcher DE4002 Steam Cleaner
The DE4002 provides deep hygienic cleaning without the use of detergents. Producing steam up to
150°C and with a wide range of standard and optional accessories, the DE4002 is highly versatile and
ideal for use in a variety of environments where fast, hygienic cleaning is a necessity. This machine is
simple to use and heats up very quickly. With a wide range of accessories the machine is equally suited
to detail work around appliances as it is to cleaning floors and walls.
•
•
•
•
•

Two-tank system minimises heating up time and allows for continuous operation
Variable control of moisture content, from steam to hot water jet
Large 2.4 litre capacity producing up to 4000l of steam
Fully insulated rust proof aluminium steam boiler keeps the heat in
Ergonomic handle and protective design enables easy transportation and protects it from knocks

240V
110V
Trolley
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32K0089
32K0088
32K0090

Sweepers • Steam Cleaners

32K0034
32K0035

Red Roller
White Roller

32K0038
32K0036

Microfibre Roller
Hard Green Roller

32K0041
32K0040

Hi/Low Orange Roller 32K0039

Kärcher B40 W Advance Scrubber Drier

Kärcher BR30/4 C Scrubber Drier

The B40 has brand new features such as the intelligent key
system, automatic tank cleaning system and intelligent charging
system. It is designed to be simple yet safe with easy operation,
easy maintenance and outstanding cleaning results.

Using a BR 30/4 C is faster, easier, more hygienic and safer for users and public
than mopping, leaving floors instantly clean, safe and usable. Its four litre clean and
dirty water tanks are fully removable to clean and refill, while the roller brush
and squeegees can be removed and replaced without tools.

• Clever heads: rollers or discs
• Various rollers and discs are available for the brush heads to
meet any cleaning needs. All of them can be changed quickly
without tools
• The turbine output can be curbed for use in noise-sensitive
areas such as hospitals or hotels

•
•
•
•

Wet Twin Roller
Gel Twin Roller
Wet Single Disc
Gel Single Disc

32K0044
32K0045
32K0046
32K0047

Hygienic – no direct contact with dirty water
Instant drying – no wet floor hazard
Continuous use of clean water – no reusing of dirty mop bucket water
Continuous brush pressure and high brush speed ensure a
fast and even finish
• High suction power leaves floors clean and dry in a single pass
• Vacuum-off facility for deep scrubbing
Accessories
Soft white roller brush: For cleaning sensitive floors
and polishing.
Medium Red roller brush: For normal use.
High/Low orange roller brush: For cleaning heavily
structured floors and crevices.
White microfibre roller brush: For fine stoneware tiles.
Scrubber
White Roller
Red Roller
Orange Roller
Microfibre Roller

32K0029
32K0030
32K0031
32K0032
32K0033
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